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Rain is always falling somewhere, not just where or when we think it should. 
Wind sets clouds in motion, when the rain falls on the ocean 
 It does neither fish nor farmer any good. 
 
Water won’t stay pure and free forever.  Seas grow more polluted every year. 
Fewer rivers reach the sea. The tide will turn eventually 
As things we take for granted disappear. 
 
The tallest trees have been transformed to paper. Tortured landscapes where no birdie sings. 
Stumps where once vast forests stood, a pall of smoke from burning wood, 
As a consolation - now we can count the rings. 
 

Nature has no stake in what you pray for or prefer. 
The sun shines on unchanged by night or day, 
Till every atom burns away . 

 
No comfort here for worshippers of permanence.  
We have even seen stars fall flaming from the sky. 
And if it’s your misfortune to live long enough, I ’ll warn you right now - 
All you know and love will surely die.   
  
 Or you may choose to make believe in wishes coming true. 
 The sky remains indifferent to whatever’s passing through. 
 Whether it looks black or brown or blue from down below; 
 And the stars don’t even know that they have names 

The space between will always be the same. 
 
    (Spoken)       {Imaginary lines are pictured stretched, connect celestial bodies as if sketched  

in chalk upon the flat black board of night.  
Depicting players of mythical proportions; acting out their cosmic games.  
The half-remembered dramas of our heavenly ancestors.} 

 
Your senses and this whirling world delude you.  
Do you think there’s somewhere else you’d rather be? 
Some kind of paradise you’ll find; but never mind, it’s only ever mind. 
Time will grind you down relentlessly. 
Until you close your eyes you will not see. 

Its one life we share unborn aware and free. 

 


